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Abstract
We study the informational channel of financial contagion in the laboratory. In our experiment,
two markets with correlated fundamentals open sequentially. In both markets, subjects receive
private information. Subjects in the market opening second also observe the history of trades and
prices in the first market. We find that although in both markets private information is only
imperfectly aggregated, subjects are able to make correct inferences based on the public
information coming from the market that opens first. As a result, we observe financial contagion
in the laboratory: Indeed, the correlation between asset prices is very close to that predicted by
the theory. Finally, as theory predicts, there is no contagion when asset fundamentals are
independent: That is, subjects only react to the history of prices and trades in the first market
when it is rational to do so because they convey information.
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Introduction

Comovements among asset prices, whether across countries or across asset
classes, are often higher than what can be explained by comovements in asset fundamentals. This empirical regularity, usually referred to as …nancial
contagion, has been widely documented in the empirical …nance and international …nance literatures.1 Indeed, almost all the recent episodes of …nancial
turmoil, from the Asian …nancial crisis of 1997 to the events of 2007-2008,
suggest that …nancial asset prices are very highly correlated, in excess of what
could be expected by looking at fundamentals, and that …nancial instability
can quickly spread from one country to the other, or from one asset class to
the other.
The theoretical asset pricing literature has highlighted several theoretical
mechanisms that can generate contagion in …nancial markets. In a seminal
paper, King and Wadhwani (1990) argued that …nancial contagion may be
explained by informational spillovers across markets. Price changes in a
market may be the result of traders reacting to news about an idiosyncratic
shock to their market or about a systemic shock. Agents in other markets
do not observe whether the shock is idiosyncratic or systemic. They attach
some probability to the event that the price movement in the other market
is due to a systemic shock, and therefore react to it, even when, in fact, the
shock is idiosyncratic. Because of this informational spillover, the correlation
among asset prices is higher than that among fundamentals.
The theoretical literature on …nancial contagion has highlighted other
channels generating excess comovements among asset prices in addition to
the “information channel” proposed by King and Wadhwani (1990). In Calvo
(1999) contagion arises from correlation in liquidity shocks: agents, hit by
a liquidity shock in one market, liquidate their position across markets in
order to meet a margin call (see also Yuan, 2005). In Kyle and Xiong (2001),
…nancial contagion is due to wealth e¤ects. In Fostel and Geanakoplos (2008)
…nancial contagion arises as a result of the interplay between market incompleteness, agents’ heterogeneity, and margin requirements. In Kodres and
Pritsker (2002), contagion happens through cross-market rebalancing, when
traders hit by a shock in one market need to rebalance their portfolios of assets. In Pavlova and Rigobon (2007), contagion of stock market prices across
1

See, among the many papers on the topic, Eichengreen et al. (1996), Edwards and
Rigobon (2002), and Ehrmann et al. (2011).
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countries arises from wealth transfers and portfolio constraints. The role
of information spillovers in generating …nancial contagion is also illustrated
by Cipriani and Guarino (2008): they show that because of informational
spillovers across markets, herd behavior and informational cascades transmit
from one market to another.2
Informational spillovers across markets are an appealing explanation for
…nancial markets’ contagion. For this reason, it is important to test whether
the theory accurately describes how learning occurs across markets and causes
excess comovements across asset prices. On the one hand, assuming that
agents process cross market information rationally (that is, in a Bayesian
manner) may underestimate the relevance of informational spillovers. Traders
in a market may overreact to what they observe in other markets; for instance, “panic selling” or “irrational exuberance” may occur in a market
upon observing a crash or a strong rally in another. On the other hand,
traders may focus on their own market and not be able to incorporate all
the information content of trading activity in other markets. In other words,
it is important to understand whether the theoretical models of information
spillover accurately characterize, both in the direction and in the magnitude
of the contagion e¤ect, the way traders process information across …nancial
markets.
It is di¢cult to test the theory’s predictions on …nancial contagion with …nancial markets data. Financial datasets lack information on several traders’
characteristics—in particular, traders’ preferences and their information sets—
which are unobservable; it is, therefore, hard to test the theoretical model’s
prediction directly.
To overcome this issue, we brought King and Wadhwani (1990)’s model
to the laboratory: in a laboratory …nancial market, the experimenter directly controls the information set available to subjects acting as traders,
and can study the e¤ect of a piece of news regarding one market on other
markets. In particular, in the laboratory …nancial economy that we implemented, traders trade an asset in a standard double auction. Two markets
open in sequence, and traders in the second market observe the history of
trades and prices in the …rst. In both markets, traders receive private information about their own asset’s fundamental value. Since asset fundamentals
2
While the studies just mentioned explain contagion across markets, others have focused
on contagion across …nancial institutions (see, e.g., the seminal contribution of Allen and
Gale, 2000; and, for an experimental analysis, Trevino, 2013).
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are correlated, information coming from the …rst market is relevant for the
second; and informational spillovers lead to informational contagion across
markets.
The results of our experiment show that …nancial contagion across markets occurs in the laboratory. In fact, the impact of the …rst market on the
second is very close to that predicted by a Rational Expectations Equilibrium.
Although private information is not perfectly aggregated in either market,
subjects are able to use the public information coming from the market that
opens …rst correctly. As a result, the correlation between asset prices is very
close to what the theory predicts. We also studied whether subjects are affected by the history of trades and prices in the …rst market when theory
suggests that they should not. We ran a treatment in which the two asset
values were independently distributed. In agreement with the theoretical
prediction, we observed no contagion in the laboratory. We conclude that
in our study …nancial contagion does not stem from some irrational reaction
to public news, but is the outcome of correct inference by subjects from the
public information that they receive from the market opening …rst.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the theoretical framework. Section 3 illustrates the experiment. Section 4 explains
the results. Section 5 concludes. The Appendix contains the instructions of
the experiment and additional results.

2
2.1

Theoretical framework
Preliminaries: King and Wadhwani (1990)’s model.

The purpose of our paper is to test the informational contagion channel …rst
proposed by King and Wadhwani (1990) in a controlled laboratory environment. It is therefore useful for us to explain how informational contagion
arises in their model.
Let us consider a two-asset …nancial economy. In both markets, denoted
by  and , the asset price change during a given time interval is a function
of newly released information. King and Wadhwani (1990) consider two types
of information: i) systemic news—a¤ecting the fundamental values of both
assets; and ii) idiosyncratic news, speci…c to each asset.
For simplicity’s sake, consider the case in which the two markets open
in sequence, with market  opening …rst. Traders in market  receive news
3

about their own asset, and the price of asset  changes accordingly. When
market  opens, traders in market  observe the price change occurred in
market , but do not know whether it is due to idiosyncratic or systemic
news. As a result, the equilibrium price in market  will change even when
the price change in market  was due to purely idiosyncratic reasons. The
reason is that traders attach some probability to the event that the price
change in market  was due to news about the systemic component, common
to both assets.
It is easy to show that the correlation between asset prices in the two
markets is higher than what we would observe if traders knew whether a shock
is idiosyncratic or systemic (fundamental correlation). King and Wadhwani
label this phenomenon “informational contagion”.3

2.2

The model

To test informational contagion in the laboratory, we develop a model that
captures the main insights of King and Wadwhani (1990), but is suitable to
experimental implementation.
Speci…cally, we consider a two-market economy, in which the two markets,
labeled by  and , open sequentially. In each market, a continuum of riskneutral traders trade one asset. The fundamental value of asset  (  , which
can be thought of as the present discounted value of the asset’s future stream
of dividends)
½ takes two values, 0 or1 100, with the same probability:
0
with probability 2 ,
 =
100 with probability 12 .
Although the realization of   is unknown to market participants, they
have private information about it; in particular, they receive a symmetric
binary signal with precision 075.4 In other words, each participant in market
 receives a signal  distributed as follows: Pr( = 0j  = 0) = Pr( =
100j  = 100) = 075.
Market  opens after trading in market  ends. Traders in market 
3

King and Wadhwani (1990) contrast this contagion equilibrium, which they label
“partially-revealing Rational Expectations Equilibrium,” with a “fully-revealing Rational
Expectations Equilibrium” (in which traders observe whether a shock is idyosyncratic or
systemic, and although information ‡ows across markets, there is no contagion), and with a
“no-communication Rational Expectations Equilibrium” (in which traders do not observe
the price in the other market, and no informational spillover occurs across markets).
4
Obviously, any precision greater than 05 would deliver the same qualitative results.
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only trade asset . The fundamental value of asset ,   , equals   with
probability ; and  with probability 1¡.  is a random variable distributed
as follows:
½
0
with probability 12 ,
=
100 with probability 12 .
In other words, when   = 0, then   = 0 with probability  + (1 ¡ ) 12
and   = 100 with probability (1 ¡ ) 12 ; when   = 100 then   = 100
with probability  + (1 ¡ ) 12 and   = 0 with probability (1 ¡ ) 12 .5
Traders in market  receive a symmetric binary signal  on the realization of  with precision 075, that is, Pr( = 0j = 0) = Pr( = 100j =
100) = 075. Furthermore, traders in market  not only observe their own
private information, but also the price in market .
The perfectly competitive Rational Expectations Equilibrium (REE) price
of asset  is 0 when   = 0 and 100 when   = 100; that of asset  depends
both on   and on . If both   and  are 0 (or 100), then the price of
asset  is 0 (or 100, respectively); if instead   and  are di¤erent, then
the equilibrium price of  is    + (1 ¡ ).6
In King and Wadhwani (1990), contagion occurs because agents do not
know whether a change in the price of one market stems from an idiosyncratic
or systemic shock. In our set up, with probability  the realization of  
a¤ects   , whereas with probability (1 ¡ ) it does not;7 in the …rst case, the
shock to   is systemic (as it a¤ects the fundamental values in both markets),
whereas in the second case it is idiosyncratic (and   is determined by its own
idiosyncratic component). It is easy to show that in the REE the correlation
5

In King and Wadhwani (1990), the distribution of asset values is
  =  +  +  
  =  +  +  
where  ,  ,  and  are normal random variables and  and  are parameters; 
and  re‡ect systemic news and  and  idiosyncratic ones.
In our model, the distribution of asset values is di¤erent. Nevertheless, we can interpret
the realization of   as an idiosyncratic shock to market  with probability (1¡), and as
a common shock a¤ecting both markets with probability ; and the realization of  as an
idiosyncratic shock to market  that may occur when the market is not hit by a common
shock. Since our assumptions imply that both asset values have the same support f0 100g,
their distribution is simple to explain to subjects, which makes the model implementation
in the laboratory easier.
6
See Appendix  for the derivation.
7
To compare our set up with King and Wadhani (1990) we can think of the unconditional value in both markets as being equal to 50 and interpret the realizations of   and
 as the shock (or the arrival of news) in the market.
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,
(1¡2+22 )
p  2 is
(1¡2+2 )

between prices is p
is only ;8 since

 to market .
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whereas the correlation between fundamentals
greater than , there is contagion from market

The Experiment

We ran the experiment in the ELSE Experimental Laboratory at the Department of Economics at UCL. Overall, we recruited 192 subjects (undergraduate students in all disciplines) to conduct twelve sessions, six for each
of two experimental treatments. Subjects had no previous experience with
this experiment and participated in one session only.

3.1

Experimental Design

In order to implement the economy described in Section 2 in each session
16 subjects traded in a two-market, computerized, continuous time, double
auction.
We ran two treatments. In the baseline treatment (Treatment ), the
value of asset  was equal to the value of asset  with probability 05 (i.e.,
 = 05); in this case Pr(  = j  = ) = 075  Pr(  = ) for  = 0 100,
that is, asset fundamentals were not independent. In the control treatment
(Treatment ), the value of asset  was set equal to the value of  (i.e.,  =
0), and Pr(  = j  = ) = 05 = Pr(  = ), that is, asset fundamentals
were independent.
Because in Treatment  asset fundamentals are not independent, informational contagion arises in equilibrium: in the REE, the correlation between
prices is 071, higher than that between fundamentals (05). In contrast, in
Treatment , since the two asset values are independent, informational contagion does not arise in equilibrium—in the REE, the correlation between
prices is 0, the same as that between fundamentals.

3.2

Procedures

In each of the 12 sessions of the experiment, we had 10 rounds of trading
activity. Each session was organized in the following way:
8

For the reader’s convenience, the correlations are derived in Appendix .
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² Subjects were given written instructions (see Appendix  ). Subjects
could ask clarifying questions, which we answered in private. After
reading the instructions, subjects answered a short questionnaire to
check their understanding of the experiment. A subject giving the
wrong answer was noti…ed that the answer was wrong and was asked
to answer again until he gave the correct answer.
² We randomly assigned the 16 participants of each session to two groups
of 8 subjects, group  and group . A subject remained in the same
group for the entire experiment.
² In each round, market  and market  opened in sequence. In even
rounds, group  traded asset ; after trading in market  ended, group
 traded asset . In odd rounds, group  traded asset  and group
 asset .
² In each market, subjects traded the asset by exchanging it among themselves for 200 seconds. They used the trading platform shown in Figure
 1, Appendix  .
² While one group of subjects was trading, the other observed the history
of quotes and trades. Moreover, while one of the two groups traded in
market , we asked the subjects in the other group to indicate their
belief on the value of asset  being 100 after 80, 140 and 190 seconds of
trading activity. This helped subjects to pay attention to the trading
‡ow in the other market; additionally, it provided us with information
about how subjects interpreted the history of trading in market .
Let us now discuss the procedures for each round in detail. In each round,
before the start of trading activity in market , the computer program drew
the asset value   , which with equal probability, was equal to 0 or 100 units
of a …ctitious experimental currency called lira.
At the beginning of the round each participant received an endowment
of 4 units of asset  and 500 liras. Subjects also received information about
the asset value in the form of a symmetric binary signal with precision 075.
Speci…cally, when the asset value was 100, six participants observed a “green
ball” and two participants a “red ball;” if the value was equal to 0, six
participants observed a “red ball” and two participants a “green ball.” This

7

signal structure guarantees that in each round the private signals collectively
reveal the fundamental   even if the number of subjects is …nite.9
During the 200 seconds of trading activity in market A, subjects could
post o¤ers to sell or buy units of asset . To post a sell o¤er, a subject
would click on a sell button and enter the minimum price he was willing to
accept. The o¤er appeared immediately on everyone’s screen, in a column
labeled Current Sell O¤ers (the identity of the subject making the o¤er was
not revealed). Similarly, to post a buy o¤er, a subject would click on a buy
button and enter the maximum price he was willing to pay. A trade would
automatically be executed by the computer whenever the lowest sell price
(ask) was lower than the highest buy price (bid). As a result, if a subject
wanted, for instance, to buy at the prevailing (i.e., the lowest) ask, he could
simply enter a price equal to or greater than that price, and the trade would
be immediately executed (at the outstanding price). If, instead, a subject
input, e.g., an ask price higher than the outstanding ones, his ask would
simply appear among the Current Sell O¤ers (where all asks were shown in
increasing order).
Subjects could choose any buy or sell price greater than or equal to zero.10
For each subject, the maximum number of outstanding sell o¤ers allowed was
equal to the units of the asset held in his portfolio; and the sum of all the
buy o¤er prices could not exceed the cash held in his portfolio. At any time,
a subject could withdraw outstanding buy or sell o¤ers that had not already
been executed.
A subject’s screen also displayed his current portfolio of cash and of units
of the asset, the list of past trades in the round (with his own executed trades
highlighted), all the outstanding bid and ask prices, and the time left before
the end of the round (see Figure  1).
After trading in market  ended, trading in the other market occurred
according to the same protocol. In particular, each participant in market 
received an endowment of 4 units of asset  and 500 liras. Subjects also
received information about the realization of the random variable  (which
we labeled the “-coin,” in the experiment) in the form of a symmetric
binary signal with precision 075, exactly as explained above for asset . In
the instructions, for Treatment , we explained to subjects that the value of
9

Other signal structures, even if informative, may not deliver the same result (for
instance, i.i.d. signals with precision 075).
10
Also, a subject was not allowed to place a buy o¤er higher than one of his outstanding
sell o¤ers (in other words, a subject could not trade with himself).
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asset  was equal either to asset  or to the -coin with equal probability;
and for Treatment , we explained that the value of asset  was equal to
the -coin. At the end of the round, the values of the two assets,   and
  , were revealed, and each subject saw a detailed summary of his per-round
payo¤ on the screen. Each subject’s per-round payo¤ was equal to the sum
of the cash and of the value of the assets in his portfolio. Additionally, we
paid subjects a transaction bonus of 5 liras for the …rst 5 trades. The bonus
gave subjects an incentive to exchange the asset in an environment in which
payo¤s and endowments are the same.11 We limited the bonus to the …rst
…ve trades to avoid the possibility that subjects would keep exchanging the
asset among themselves just to earn the bonus.
In each session, before we ran the actual experiment, we had a training
phase to familiarize subjects with the trading platform.12 The training phase
consisted of 10 rounds of trading in only one market. Since the session was
for training purposes only, we do not report its results in the main text of
the paper.13
At the end of the experiment, we randomly selected three rounds and
summed up the per-round payo¤s. We converted experimental liras into
British Pounds at the exchange rate of $1 = 100 liras; additionally, subjects
earned $5 as a show-up fee. We paid subjects in private immediately after
the end of the experiment. On average, subjects earned $28 (approximately
equal to $475). Sessions lasted approximately 3 hours.
11

Note that, in the economy we described in Section 2, there are no gains from trade
and as a result, agents do not have any incentive to trade at the REE price (no-trade
theorem).
12
The use of experienced subjects is typical in trading experiments with double auctions, since convergence to competitive equilibrium requires repetitions, even in simple
environments (Smith, 1962). For example, Copeland and Friedman (1991) use subjects
who had already previously participated in an asset market trading experiment; Forsythe
and Lundholm (1990) make subjects participate in double auctions experiments in two
consecutive nights. In our experiment, we are interested in the informational spillover
from market  to market ; it is, therefore, important to avoid that the trading activity
in market  is only noise and reveals no information about the asset value because subjects
are still learning how to trade.
13
In Appendix , we show that the training session was indeed useful for subjects to
learn how to trade.
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4

Results

We now turn to the discussion of the experimental results. We will …rst
discuss the results of Treatment , where   0 and therefore theory predicts
that informational contagion occurs. Later, we will compare these results
with those of Treatment , where  = 0 and, according to theory, there is
no informational contagion.
In our model, contagion is caused by an informational spillover from market  to market . Of course, the information that subjects in market 
obtain from the trading activity in market  depends on how well the price
in that market aggregates private information. For this reason, as a …rst step,
in the next section we investigate the aggregation of private information in
market .

4.1

Trading and price convergence in market A

As we explained above, given the signal structure implemented in the laboratory, the signals that subjects receive reveal   : that is, there is enough
information in the market to learn   through trading activity. Therefore,
the price aggregates private information if, at least by the end of the round,
it equals   (or, given our transaction bonus, it di¤ers from it by at most 5
liras).
To study the aggregation of information in market , we consider the
average of the last …ve trade prices in each round, which we label the “…nal
price” and denote by 5
.14 Figure 1 shows a histogram of the per-round

distance (de…ned as the absolute value of the di¤erence) between the …nal
price and   . As the …gure shows, in almost 70 percent of the cases, the
distance is less than 20 liras. The distribution is heavily skewed to the right:
the average distance is 23 liras, higher than the median, which is less than
10 liras (see Table 1); in 20% of the rounds, the distance is higher than 50
liras. In other words, the price does aggregate private information well, but
there are some rounds in which aggregation fails.
14

On average, in each round, there were 20 trades (with a median of 185 and a standard
deviation of 66). Recall that we paid subjects for the …rst …ve trades they executed (in
order to give them an incentive to trade in an economy in which otherwise there would
be no gains from trade). Given that in each market there are 8 subjects and that a trade
involves two parties, 20 trades per round is the amount of trading activity that theory
suggests our bonus should have generated.
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Figure 1: Per-round distance between the …nal price and   . The …nal price
is de…ned as the average of the last …ve trade prices in a round. The mean is indicated by
the solid line; the median by the dashed line.

These …ndings are con…rmed by regression analysis.15 As the …rst column
of Table 2 shows, if we regress the …nal price on   , the slope coe¢cient is
positive and signi…cant, but only equal to 05: only half the information
that the subjects receive is aggregated by the …nal price.16 According to
the regression, when the fundamental is 0, the expected …nal price is 23;
and when the fundamental is 100, it is 78 In both instances, the …nal price
moves from its unconditional expected value of 50 toward the realization of
the fundamental, but it is further away from it than the 5 liras bonus justi…es.
Note that our results do not depend on how we de…ne the per-round
…nal price. As the second and third columns of Tables 1 and 2 show, the
regression coe¢cients do not meaningfully change if we de…ne the …nal price
as the average price of the last 3 trades, or the average price of the trades
15

Throughout the paper, for all regression results, we cluster standard errors at the
session level and report them in parenthesis. Moreover, we indicate signi…cance at the 10,
5, 1 percent level with *, **, ***, respectively.
16
We reject the hypothesis that the coe¢cient is equal to the theoretical value of 1—pvalue equal to 001, using a cluster-robust t-test at the session level.
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Mean
Median
Std. Dev.


Last 5 trades
2264
929
2786
60

Last 3 trades
2267
867
2851
60

Last 30 seconds of trade
2167
860
2837
52

Table 1: Distance of the …nal price of asset A from  
The table shows the mean, median and standard deviation of the distance of the …nal
price of asset A from   . The …nal price is the average of the last …ve trade prices in a
round (column 1), or of the last three trade prices (column 2), or of the trades occurred
in the last 30 seconds of a round (column 3).



Last 5 trades
0545¤¤ (0124)

Last 3 trades
0546¤¤ (0126)

Last 30 seconds of trading
0564¤¤ (0114)

Constant
R-squared


2310¤¤ (8380)
0475
60

2270¤¤ (8302)
0464
60

2256¤¤ (8210)
0496
52

Table 2: Regression results for market A
The table shows the regression results of the …nal price of asset A on   . The …nal price
is the average of the last …ve trade prices in a round (column 1), or of the last three
trade prices (column 2), or of the trades that occurred in the last 30 seconds of a round
(column 3).

that occurred over the last 30 seconds of trading activity.17
In summary, our results show that …nal prices in market  are a noisy
signal of the asset value. Therefore, they could be used by subjects in market
 to infer   and, in turn, to construct their beliefs on   . To understand
how rational agents formed their beliefs on   by observing the prices in
market , we regressed   on the …nal price in a probit regression, and estimated the conditional expected value of   (i.e., the conditional probability
that   = 100). Figure 2 shows the conditional expected value of   as
a function of market ’s …nal price. For instance, the conditional expected
value of   is around 28 for a …nal price of 20 and climbs to over 80 for a
17

See also Appendix . Note that in eight trading rounds, no transactions occurred in
the last 30 seconds of trade. This explains why in column 3 of Tables 1 and 2 the average
…nal price is computed over 52 rather than 60 rounds.
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Figure 2: Expected value of   as a function of the …nal price in market .
…nal price of 80.18
Note that the expectations we obtain through the probit regression are
very similar to those that a Bayesian agent would compute after observing
the empirical frequencies of   being equal to 0 or 100 for di¤erent ranges
of the …nal price (see the …rst three columns of Table 3) Interestingly, such
empirical expectations are also very close to the belief we elicited from subjects trading in market  while they were observing the trading activity in
market  (last colum of Table 3).19
Until now, we have focused on the price towards the end of the 200 seconds
of trading. Aggregation of information took some time to occur. In Figure 3,
we show the evolution of the distance between the price and   over time.
We divided the trading round into 10 intervals and computed the average
distance in each of these intervals. As the …gure shows, the price becomes
18

We report the coe¢cients of the probit regression in Table 1 in Appendix .
Recall that while one group was trading asset , subjects in the other group had to
state their belief about the value of asset  (i.e., their expected value of the asset) when
there was a remaining trading time of 120, 60 and 10 seconds in market . Here, and in
the rest of the paper, we focus on subjects’ elicited expectation when there were only 10
seconds of trading activity left in market A. In Appendix  we carry out some additional
analysis of subjects’ elicited beliefs.
19
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Frequencies
= 0   = 100
009
071
009
008
009
010
073
010


5
 75

5
50  
· 75
5
25 · 
· 50
5

 25

Bayesian updates
Pr(  = 100j5
)

089
046
054
013

Beliefs
858
597
430
107

Table 3: Empirical Bayesian Updates
The table shows: 1) the frequencies with which the …nal price (de…ned as the average of
the last …ve trade prices in a round) belonged to a particular range, conditional on  
(columns 1 and 2); 2) the Bayesian updates about   computed using these frequencies
(column 3); 3) average subjects’ beliefs elicited 10 seconds before the end of the trading
activity in market A (column 4).

closer and closer to the fundamental, as private information is aggregated
through the trading activity.

4.2

Trading and price convergence in market B

We now turn our attention to market . We conduct a similar analysis to
that of market , and study the behavior of the …nal price, de…ned, as in
the previous section, as the average of the last …ve trade prices. Figure 4
shows the histogram of the per-round distance between the …nal price in
market  and   ; Table 4 shows the mean, the median and the standard
deviation across rounds. As one can observe, the distance between price and
fundamental is higher than in market  (the di¤erence is signi…cant at the
5% level using a Wilcoxon signed-rank test).
This is not surprising. In contrast to market , the information that
subjects receive (i.e., the signals about  and the history of trading activity
in market ) does not reveal   : there is not enough information in the
market to learn the fundamental through trading activity.
The higher distance between …nal price and fundamental may be due to
two reasons: i) the fact that in market  there is less information about
the fundamental than in market ; and ii) the fact that the aggregation of
private information in market  is less e¢cient (e.g., because subjects, when
interpreting their private signal, have an additional source of information,
the public information from market , that may confuse them). To gauge
14

Figure 3: Distance of the price of asset  from   over time. The …gure shows
the distance between the average price and   for each interval of 20 seconds.

Figure 4: Per-round distance between the …nal price and   . The …nal price
is de…ned as the average of the last …ve trade prices in a round. The mean is indicated by
the solid line; the median by the dashed line.
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Mean
Median
Std. Dev.


Last 5 trades
2993
167
2918
60

Last 3 trades
2954
135
2968
60

Last 30 seconds of trading
2901
1575
3026
58

Table 4: Distance of the …nal price of asset B from  
The table shows the mean, median and standard deviation of the distance of the …nal
price of asset B from   . The …nal price is the average of the last …ve trade prices in a
round (column 1), or of the last three trade prices in a round (column 2), or of the trades
occurred in the last 30 seconds of a round (column 3).

the ability of subjects in market  to aggregate information, we compare
the …nal price to the REE price. In the REE, trading activity in markets 
and  reveal both   and , but does not reveal whether   equals  
or . For this reason, as discussed above, the REE price in  is 100 when
  =  = 100; 0 when   =  = 0; and 50 when   6= . If the (…nal)
price in market  aggregates the information contained in the patterns of
trading activity in market  and in the signals, it should equal the REE
price.

Mean
Median
Std. Dev.


Last 5 trades
2590
1950
2230
60

Last 3 trades
2592
190
2321
60

Last 30 seconds of trading
2532
2233
2363
58

Table 5: Distance of the …nal price of asset B from the REE price
The table shows the mean, median and standard deviation of the distance of the …nal
price of asset B from the REE price. The …nal price is the average of the last …ve trade
prices in a round (column 1), or of the last three trade prices in a round (column 2), or
of the trades occurred in the last 30 seconds of a round (column 3).

As Figure 5 and Table 5 show, the average distance between the …nal
price and the REE price is 259. This is not statistically di¤erent from the
distance in market  (Wilcoxon signed-rank test at session level—p-value
= 020). In other words, the aggregation of information in market  is not
reduced by the fact that the task that subjects are facing is harder.
In order to understand the aggregation of information in market , we
16

Figure 5: Per-round distance between the …nal price and the REE. The …nal
price is de…ned as the average of the last …ve trade prices in a round. The mean is indicated
by the solid line; the median by the dashed line.

also regress the initial and the …nal price in market  over the realization of
 and over the value of the fundamental in market . The initial price is
de…ned as the average price of the …rst 5 trades in each round, whereas the
…nal price is de…ned, as before, as the average of the last 5.
The results of the initial-price regressions are reported in the …rst two
columns of Table 6. As the …rst column shows, the e¤ect of  on the initial
price is positive and signi…cant; it is also smaller than it would be if signals
were immediately re‡ected in the price at the beginning of the round (016
versus 05). This is not surprising, as the aggregation of private information
happens over time. Additionally, the e¤ect of the fundamental in  (  ),
although positive, is both lower than what theory predicts (015 versus 05)
and non signi…cant. To understand this result, let us look at the second
column of Table 6, where we replaced   with its conditional expectation
  (  ) given by the probit regression (as illustrated in Section 41). The
coe¢cient on   (  ) is signi…cant and close to the theoretical value of
05. That is, subjects trading in market  correctly incorporate the information coming from market . It is only because market ’s price is a noisy
17



  (  )
Constant
R-squared

Initial Price (…rst 5 trades)
0165¤¤ (0043) 0128¤¤ (0038)

0305¤ (0133)

0151(0083)
3349¤¤ (6679)
0235

Final Price (last 5 trades)
0278¤¤ (0058) 0235¤¤ (0047)

0418¤¤ (0065)
1878¤¤ (6202)
0463

1252(7825)
0385

0632¤¤ (0137)
¡5616(4391)
0563

Table 6: Regression results for market B
The table shows the regression results of the initial (…nal) price of asset B on C and on
  in column 1 (3). Columns 2 and 4 show the regression results using the conditional
expectation of   (computed by the probit regression).

signal of   that the spillover from market  to market  is lower than the
theoretical prediction.
Let us now consider how the …nal price aggregates subjects’ information.
In the last two columns of the table, we regress the …nal price on the realizations of  and on   (column 3) or on its conditional expected value
(column 4). If the …nal price aggregated subjects’ signals correctly, the coef…cient on  should be 05 (since   =  only with probability 05). In both
columns, the coe¢cient is positive and signi…cant, but approximately only
half the theoretical value. This is a similar result to what was observed in
market , where the coe¢cient of 05 was half its theoretical counterpart.20
In both markets, the price aggregates subjects’ private signals only partially.
Moreover, according to the theory, the coe¢cients on   should be 05
(since   =   with probability 05); in the regression, the coe¢cient is
positive and signi…cant, but smaller than the theoretical one. Similarly to
what happened for the initial price, however, when we use as a regressor
the conditional expectation of   the coe¢cient increases to approach its
theoretical value.21 In other words, also when we look at the …nal price, it
is apparent that subjects incorporate the information coming from the other
market correctly.
Overall, the regression results suggest that the aggregation of public in20

In market , full aggregation of private information would have implied that the
coe¢cient on   was equal to 1
21
We cannot reject the hypothesis that the coe¢cient is equal to the theoretical one—
p-value = 038—using a cluster-robust t-test at the session level.
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formation from market  occurs in accordance with the theory, both qualitatively and quantitatively. In contrast, both in market  and in market
, subjects have more di¢culties aggregating private information. Although
private signals are aggregated by the price, the aggregation is not complete.

4.3

Contagion

The previous section clearly documents the existence of an informational
spillover from market  to market . In the literature, …nancial contagion is usually characterized as “excess correlation” among asset prices:
in particular, there is contagion between two markets when the correlation between asset prices is greater than that between asset fundamentals:
(     )  (     ). In our theoretical model, the informational
spillover generates contagion: as we discussed above, the correlation between
fundamentals is 05, whereas that between prices is 071. Contagion also occurs in the laboratory: across rounds, the correlation between …nal prices is
067. This is an important result. It shows that the informational contagion
predicted by our theoretical model is also the outcome of subjects’ interactions in a market setting: in other words, the trading strategies subjects put
in place in the laboratory lead to a contagion e¤ect from market  to market
.
Not only is the price correlation in the laboratory higher than that between fundamentals, it is also very close to the theoretical one (067 is not
signi…cantly di¤erent from 071).22 This is somehow surprising since we know
from the previous analysis that the prices observed in the laboratory do not
fully aggregate private information (whereas the REE prices do). To shed
light on this result, recall two observations that we made in the previous
section: i) in the two markets, signals are aggregated only partially, and the
level of aggregation is (approximately) similar; ii) subjects attach (approximately) the theoretically correct weight to the information coming from
market . Intuitively, the …rst observation implies that, holding constant
the informational spillover across markets, the variances of   and   and
their covariance are lower than what is predicted by the theory. The second observation implies that the reduction in the covariance (with respect
22

We regressed the …nal price in market  on the …nal price in market  multiplied
by the ratio of the standard deviations of the two prices (and on a constant). We cannot
reject the null hypothesis that the estimated coe¢cient, which is equal to the correlation
index, is equal to 071 using a cluster-robust t statistic—p-value equal to 08.
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to the theoretical one) exactly o¤sets the reduction in the variances of  
and   , thus leading to a correlation very close to the theoretical one. A
simple model in which these two observations hold (with no approximation)
is:   =  +   +  and   =  + 12   + 12  +  (with  and  being
two constants, 0    1 and  and  two uncorrelated error terms). It
is straightforward to prove that, for  =  = 0, the correlation is identical
to that of our theoretical model (in which  = 1). In the experiment, of
course, both error terms have a positive variance, but their net e¤ect on the
correlation turns out to be negligible.23
In the experiment, as in the theoretical model, the information coming
from market  increases the market’s informational e¢ciency. Indeed, it
is straightforward to show that if subjects in market  had attached zero
weight to the information coming from market  (i.e., if the coe¢cient on
(  ) in the regression reported in Table 5 had been zero), the distance
between the price and the fundamental would have been higher. Nevertheless, in those rounds when the value of asset  di¤ers from that of asset
, the information coming from market  is detrimental: the distance between price and fundamental in the experiment was 40—higher than 27, the
average distance when the asset values were equal, and of 29, the average
distance across all rounds.24 This shows the negative impact of information
contagion: although the information coming from other markets’ prices is on
average valuable, it becomes counterproductive when price changes re‡ect
idiosyncratic shocks in those markets.

4.4

Independent fundamentals and absence of contagion: the results of Treatment II

Until now, we have shown that allowing subjects to observe the history of
trades in another market generates …nancial contagion in the laboratory.
This empirical result agrees with the theoretical predictions: indeed, the
correlation we obtain in the laboratory is remarkable close to the equilibrium
one. One may wonder, however, whether in the laboratory contagion is really
generated by informational spillovers, as in the theoretical model, or rather
whether it is a mere artifact, caused by subjects in market  being in‡uenced
23

In Appendix  we show that the correlation is decreasing in the variance of  but
increasing in the variance of .
24
There are 20 rounds in which the value of asset  di¤ers from that of asset .
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by the trades and prices in market , independently of their information
content.
To tackle this issue, we ran Treatment , in which we set  = 0; that is,
  and   are independently distributed (  being equal to ). According
to the theory, since the asset fundamentals are independent, there should be
no information contagion.
In Table 7, we present the same regressions we had discussed in Table
6 for Treatment . The di¤erences between the two treatments are striking. First, both when we look at the behavior of the initial and of the …nal
price, the coe¢cient on the value of asset  and on its probit expectation
are now much smaller than in Treatment , in fact not signi…cantly di¤erent
from zero. This is in accordance with theory: no information spillover occurs between markets when asset fundamentals are independent. This result
suggests that behavioral biases did not cause the informational contagion
observed in Treatment  (as would have been the case if, for instance, subjects in market  were a¤ected by the price in market  independently of its
information content); on the contrary, subjects use the information coming
from market  only when it is relevant.25



  (  )
Constant
R-squared

Initial Price (…rst 5 trades)
0291¤¤¤ (0037) 0282¤¤¤ (0036)
0052¤ (0025)
3864¤¤¤ (4621)
0427

Final Price (last 5 trades)
0674¤¤¤ (0071) 0670¤¤¤ (0069)
0013(0065)

¡0025(0087)
4265¤¤ (6435)
0414

1443¤ (6900)
0627

¡0146¤ (0060)
2199¤¤ (7102)
0640

Table 7: Regression results for Treatment II
The table shows the regression results of the initial (…nal) price of asset B on C
and on   in column 1 (3). Columns 2 and 4 show the regression results using
the conditional expectation of   (computed by the probit regression).

Additionally, when we look at the …nal prices, the coe¢cient on  is now
much higher than what was reported for Treatment  (067 vs. 028). As a
matter of fact, a statistical test reveals that this coe¢cient is not signi…cantly
di¤erent from the coe¢cient on the value of asset  in market  (in either
25

Subjects’ behavior in market  is similar to that of Treatment . We report some
descriptive statistics and regression results in Appendix .
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treatment).26 This happens because the distribution of   (equal to  in this
treatment) is the same as that of   , and subjects disregard the information
coming from market . Similarly to what we observed in market , in both
treatments, private signals are only imperfectly aggregated by the …nal price
(the coe¢cient of  is less than 1).
Given these results, it is not surprising that the correlation between …nal
prices is ¡013, not statistically di¤erent from that between fundamentals
(i.e., zero).27 In other words, when asset values are independent, we do not
observe …nancial contagion in the laboratory.
To gain more intuition on these aggregate results, we now look at how
subjects set prices in the two treatments. We regress, separately for the
two treatments, the bid and ask prices that subjects posted in market  on
their private information and on their elicited belief that   = 100. The
results are reported in Table 8. In Treatment , the posted bid and ask
prices are positively and signi…cantly related not only to a subject’s private
information, but also to his belief about   (see columns 1 and 2). Subjects’
beliefs have a relatively large e¤ect: a 10 unit increase in subjects’ beliefs
about   results in, approximately, a 4 unit increase in the bid and in the
ask price subjects post in market . In contrast, in Treatment , only a
subject’s private information matters, and not his assesment of the history of
market ; indeed, the coe¢cients on subjects’ beliefs are not signi…cant both
for the bid and the ask prices. We obtain analogous results if we look at the
probability that a subjects posts a bid rather than an ask as a function of
his private information and his belief about   through a probit regression:
a subject with a high expectation on   is signi…cantly more likely to post a
bid (that is, to try and buy the asset) in Treatment ; this e¤ect disappears
in Treatment  (see Table 9).28
Taken together, the results of Tables 8 and 9 show that, when posting
bid and ask prices, subjects react to the history of trading activity in market
 when such history carries information on   (as in Treatment ), but
disergard it when it does not (as in Treatment ). As a result of their
26

In both treatments, that coe¢cient is 055 (see Tables 2 and 2). The p-values for
the test that the coe¢cients in columns 3 and 4 are not di¤erent from 055 are equal to
014.
27
We cannot reject the null hypothesis that the correlation is equal to 0(by using the
same test discussed in footnote 22)—p-value = 013.
28
We obtain very similar results (available on request) if we run a logit regression or a
linear probability model.
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behavior, we observe contagion in Treatment  but not in Treatment .
Treatment 
Bid

Treatment 
Bid
Ask
¤¤
3260 (5167)
2273¤¤ (4163)

Good Signal

1382¤¤ (4835)

Ask
1075¤¤ (3101)

Belief

0425¤¤ (0118)

0376¤¤ (0080)

¡00512¤ (0023)

¡0076(0043)

Constant
R-squared


1391¤¤ (316)
0333
2 244

2956¤¤¤ (261)
0284
2 658

2857¤¤ (565)
0192
2 347

4289¤¤¤ (501)
0098
2906

Table 8: Bid and Ask prices conditional on the subject’s private signal and
belief
The table shows the results from a regression of ask and bid prices on a subject’s belief
about the value of good A and on a dummy equal to one if the subject’s private signal is
good.

Treatment 
0345¤¤¤ (0024)

Treatment 
0571¤¤¤ (0071)

Belief

000408¤¤¤ (0001)

¡000062(0001)

Constant


¡0494¤¤¤ (0059)
4902

¡0380¤¤¤ (0048)
5253

Good Signal

Table 9: Probability of posting a bid conditional on the subject’s private
signal and belief
The table shows the results from a probit regression of a dummy equal to one if the
quote posted by a subject is a bid on a dummy equal to one if his private signal is good
and on his belief about the value of good A.

5

Conclusions

In actual …nancial markets, traders often interpret price movements in one
market as conveying information about asset fundamental values in other
markets. In an in‡uential paper, King and Wadhwani (1990) showed that,
in a Rational Expectations Equilibrium, these informational spillovers across
23

…nancial markets generate …nancial contagion, a well-established empirical
regularity. We tested the predictions of King and Wadhwani (1990) in the
laboratory. Our work supports the predictions of the theory. Although in
the laboratory private information is not perfectly aggregated, subjects are
able to use the public information coming from the other market correctly.
As a result, the correlation between asset prices is very close to the theoretical one. In principle, behavioral biases may lead subjects to under-react
to public information coming from another market (and focus, instead, on
the information about their own market) or, on the contrary, to overreact to
it (for instance, a price decline in another market may cause subjects to be
more prone to sell); this, however, does not happen in our experiment. Moreover, in the laboratory, we do not observe contagion when theory suggests
we should not, that is, when the history of trades and prices in the other
market conveys no relevant information. Overall, our experimental results
show that the Rational Expectations Equilibrium performs remarkably well
in describing …nancial contagion and the comovement among asset prices
generated by informational spillovers. As a result, in future work with …eld
data, one can study informational contagion with con…dence that the Rational Expectations Equilibrium provides a good explanation of asset price
comovements.
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Appendix (for online publication)
Appendix A: REE and correlations

REE derivation
In this appendix we derive the REE. To this aim, let us …rst de…ne the
Private Information Equilibrium (PIE), that is, the equilibrium in which
each agent only uses his private information and neglects the information
contained in the price. Figure 1 shows the PIE in market  when   = 0.
Since the precision of the private signal is 075 and 8 agents trade in market
, 6 agents evaluate the asset 25 liras and 2 agents evaluate it 75 liras.
Bearing in mind that each agent is endowed with 4 units of the asset and
500 liras, supply and demand curves are easily derived. For instance, let
us consider the supply curve. At a price lower than 25, no agent is willing
to supply the asset. At a price of 25, 6 agents are just indi¤erent between
holding and selling the asset (the maximum supply is, therefore, 24 units).
At any price between 25 and 75, these 6 agents supply all their endowment.
At a price of 75, also the other 2 agents become weakly willing to supply the
asset. For a price higher than 75, all 32 units are supplied. The PIE price is
417, where demand and supply cross. A similar analysis shows that the PIE
price when   = 100 is 75 (as illustrated in Figure 2). Of course, these
two prices cannot be a REE. Indeed from the …rst price, agents infer that
the value is 0 and from the second, that it is 100. Therefore in the …rst case
demand and supply become those illustrated in Figure 3; and in the second
case they look like in Figure 4. The REE prices are 0 and 100 respectively.
The analysis for market  follows the same logic. In Figure 5 we shows
the REE (assuming  = 05) when   6= . The equilibrium price becomes
50.
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Figure A1: Private Information Equilibrium conditional on   = 0

Figure A2: Private Information Equilibrium conditional on   = 100
27

Figure A3: Rational Expectations Equilibrium conditional on   = 0

Figure A4: Rational Expectations Equilibrium conditional on   = 100
28

Figure A5: Rational Expectations Equilibrium conditional on   6= .
Correlations
We now turn to the computation of the correlation coe¢cients. We start
with those presented in Section 22. First, let us derive the correlation between the fundamentals. To do so, we compute the variances and covariance
of   and   :
£
¤2 1
2
 (  ) = (  ) ¡ (  ) = 1002 ¡ 502 = 2500
2
£
¤2
2
 (  ) = (  ) ¡ (  ) =

£
¤2
2
2
(  j  =   ) Pr(  =   ) + (  j  = ) Pr(  = ) ¡ (  ) =
1
1
1002  + 1002 (1 ¡ ) ¡ 502 = 2500 =  (  )
2
2
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(     ) = (    ) ¡ (  )(  ) =

(    j  =   ) Pr(  =   ) + (    j  = ) Pr(  = ) ¡ (  )(  ) =
1
1
1002  + 1002 (1 ¡ ) ¡ 502 = 2500 =  (  )
2
4
Therefore, the correlation coe¢cient between fundamentals is:
 (  )
p
= .
 (  )  (  )

(     ) = p

We now turn to the computation of the correlation coe¢cient between
prices. In the REE,   =   and   =   + (1 ¡ ). Therefore,
variances and covariance are:
 (  ) =  (  ) = 2500

 (  ) =  (  + (1 ¡ )) =

2  (  ) + (1 ¡ )2  () + 2(   ) =  (  )(1 ¡ 2 + 22 )

(     ) = (     + (1 ¡ )) =

 (  ) + (1 ¡ )(   ) =  (  )
The correlation coe¢cient between prices is therefore given by
 (  )

p
=p
.
 (  )  (  )(1 ¡ 2 + 22 )
(1 ¡ 2 + 22 )

(     ) = p


It is easy to verify that p
  for all 0    1.
(1 ¡ 2 + 22 )
For  = 05, (     ) = 071.

Now we turn to the computation of the correlation coe¢cient for the
model presented in Section 43.
30

Consider the case in which the prices in both markets aggregates the
information only partially. In particular, suppose that
  =  +   and
  =  +   + (1 ¡ ).
In this case, the variances of the prices and their covariance can be expressed as follows:
 (  ) =  2  (  ).
 (  ) =  2  (  + (1 ¡ )) =  2 (1 ¡ 2 + 22 ) (  ).
(     ) = (   (  + (1 ¡ ))) =
£
¤
 2  (  ) + (1 ¡ )(   ) =  2  (  ).

Therefore, the correlation coe¢cient is

 2  (  )

q
=p
,
2)
2
2
(1
¡
2
+
2

2

  ( )  (1 ¡ 2 + 2 ) ( )

(     ) = q

which is equal to the correlation obtained above for the REE. The partial information aggregation does not a¤ect the correlation since it a¤ects
variances and covariance in the same way.
Finally, we compute the correlation coe¢cient when
  =  +   + 
and
  =  + 12   + 12  + 
(note that, consistently with the text, we are considering the case in which
 = 12 ).
In this case, the variances of the prices and their covariance can be expressed as follows:
 (  ) =  2  (  ) +  ().
1
1
1
 (  ) =  2  (  ) +  () +  2  () +  ()
4
4
4
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1
1
(     ) =  2  (  ) +  ().
2
2
Therefore, the correlation coe¢cient is
(     ) =
q¡¡

 2  (  ) +  ()
¢
¢.
 2  (  ) +  () (2 2  (  ) +  () + 4 ()

Finally note that this expression is decreasing in  () but increasing
in  ().
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Appendix B: Results for the training phase
of the experiment
Recall that in each session, and for both treatments, there was a training
phase with the purpose of familiarizing subjects with the trading platform.
The training phase consisted of 10 rounds of trading in one market; the
trading protocol was identical to the one we used for market A in the real
experiment.
In this appendix, we show that the training phase was useful for subjects
to familiarize themselves with the trading platform and to learn how to trade
in a market. To this aim, we compare how the private information was
aggregated in the …rst and in the last …ve rounds of the training phase. Since
the training phase was identical in Treatment  and , we pooled together
all rounds from both treatments. Figures 1 and 2 show the distance
of the …nal price from the asset fundamental value in the …rst and in the
last …ve rounds, respectively. As can be easily observed, the price aggregates
private information to a greater extent in the last …ve rounds. A KolmogorovSmirnov test con…rms this result: the hypothesis that the two distributions
in Figures 1 and 2 are the same is rejected (p-value equal to 0001).
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Figure B1: Distance between the …nal price and   in the …rst …ve rounds
of the training phase. The …nal price is de…ned as the average of the last …ve trade
prices in a round. The mean is indicated by the solid line; the median by the dashed line.

Figure B2: Distance between the …nal price and   in the last …ve rounds
of the training phase. The …nal price is de…ned as the average of the last …ve trade
prices in a round. The mean is indicated by the solid line; the median by the dashed line.
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Appendix C: Additional results and robustness checks
In this section we report additional results on the probit regression discussed in Section 41, and some robustness checks.
Probit regression of   on the …nal price

0029¤¤¤ (0007)

5

Constant
Pseudo -squared
N

¡1164¤¤¤ (0294)
0406
60

Table C1: Probit regression for market A
The table shows the results of a probit regression of asset A’ s value on the …nal price.

Robustness checks for market A
This subsection shows the histograms of the distance between the …nal
price of asset  and the fundamental value using di¤erent de…nitions for the
…nal price. In Figure 1 the …nal price is computed as the average of the last
three trade prices in a round. In Figure 2 it is computed as the average of
the trade prices in the last 30 seconds of trade in a round.
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Figure C1: Per-round distance between the …nal price and   . The …nal price
is de…ned as the average of the last three trade prices in a round. The mean is indicated
by the solid line; the median by the dashed line.

Figure C2: Per-round distance between the …nal price and   . The …nal price
is de…ned as the average trade prices in the last 30 seconds of trade in a round. The mean
is indicated by the solid line; the median by the dashed line.
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Robustness checks for market B
This subsection shows the histograms for market  of the distance between the …nal price and   (Figures 3 ¡ 4) and of the distance between
the …nal price and the REE price (Figures 5 ¡ 6), using di¤erent de…nitions for the …nal price. In Figure 3 and 5 the …nal price is de…ned as
the average of the last three trade prices in a round, whereas in Figure 4
and 6 it is de…ned as the average of the trade prices in the last 30 seconds
of trade in a round.

Figure C3: Per-round di¤erence between the …nal price and   . The …nal
price is de…ned as the average of the last three trade prices in a round. The mean is
indicated by the solid line; the median by the dashed line.
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Figure C4: Per-round di¤erence between the …nal price and   . The …nal
price is de…ned as the average trade prices in the last 30 seconds of trade in a round. The
mean is indicated by the solid line; the median by the dashed line.

Figure C5: Per-round distance between the …nal price and the REE. The …nal
price is de…ned as the average of the last three trade prices in a round. The mean is
indicated by the solid line; the median by the dashed line.
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Figure C6: Per-round distance between the …nal price and the REE. The …nal
price is de…ned as the average trade prices in the last 30 seconds of trade in a round. The
mean is indicated by the solid line; the median by the dashed line.
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Appendix D: Analysis of beliefs

Recall that in our experiment, while a group of subjects traded in market
, the other group (who would later trade in market ) observed market 
prices and trading activity. While they were doing so, subjects in the latter
group were asked to report their belief on the value of asset  being 100.
They had to do so in three occasions: when the remaining trading time was
120, 60 and 10 seconds. In this appendix, we present a brief analysis of these
data. For expositional convenience, we will sometimes refer to the beliefs
when the remaining trading time was 120, 60 and 10 seconds as the initial,
intermediate and …nal beliefs.
First of all, it is instructive to look at the evolution of beliefs over time.
Figures 1 and 2 show the average distance (de…ned as the absolute value
of the di¤erence) between asset ’s value and the subjects’ beliefs respectively
for Treatment  and . As one would expect, subjects’ expectations tend
to approach the value of the fundamental as time goes by. The distance of
the value of asset  from the initial belief is around 33, whereas that from
the …nal belief is only 25. As we know, the price in market  converged over
time to the value of the asset; as this happened, also subjects in group 
made better predictions on   . Nevertheless, since price aggregation was
not perfect, subjects’ beliefs at the end of the round are still 25 units far
from   .
To understand better how subjects form their expectations, we computed
the di¤erence between the subjects’ …nal belief and the average of all trade
prices occurring between the intermediate and the …nal belief. The …nal belief
follows the price observed in market : in 62% of the cases, the di¤erence
between the belief and the price was between ¡10 and 10 units. In Table 1,
we report the results of a regression of subjects’ beliefs on asset  average
price in the 50 seconds before the belief elicitation. The upper (lower) panel
refers to Treatement  (Treatment ). The coe¢cients are all statistically
signi…cant and vary between 066 and 087, indicating that beliefs followed
the observed prices quite closely.
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Figure D1: Distance between subjects’ beliefs and   in Treatment .

Figure D2: Distance between subjects’ beliefs and   in Treatment .
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Initial belief
Price

0748¤¤¤ (0101)

Constant
R-squared


1096(8499)
057
464

Price
Constant
R-squared


0656¤¤¤ (0035)
1671¤¤¤ (2198)
049
478

Intermediate belief
Treatment 
0837¤¤¤ (0064)
6171(4626)
073
464
Treatment 
0774¤¤¤ (0025)
1040¤¤ (2657)
064
456

Final belief
0869¤¤¤ (0044)
4289(3341)
074
463
0831¤¤¤ (0019)
8825¤¤ (1672)
068
472

Table D1: Regression of subjects’ beliefs on trade prices
The table shows the regression results of subjects’ initial (column 1), intermediate
(column 2) and …nal (column 3) beliefs on market A’ s prices. The upper (lower) panel
shows the results for Treatment  (Treatment ).
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Appendix E: More results for Treatment II

In the text, when we described Treatment , we only reported some results for market , which is the main object of our interest. In this appendix
we report the results for market  and some additional results for market .
Distance between the …nal price and the asset value in market
A
Table 1 reports the mean, median and standard deviation for the distance between the asset value and the …nal price (de…ned in three di¤erent
ways). Figure 1 reports the histogram of this distance (when the …nal price
is computed as the average of the last …ve trade prices).

Mean
Median
Std. Dev.


Last 5 trades
2216
56
3040
60

Last 3 trades
2134
45
3077
60

Last 30 seconds of trading
2218
425
3303
56

Table E1: Distance of the …nal price of asset A from  
The table shows the mean, median and standard deviation of the distance of the …nal
price of asset A from   . The …nal price is the average of the last …ve trade prices in a
round (column 1), or of the last three trade prices (column 2), or of the trades occurred
in the last 30 seconds of a round (column 3).
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Figure E1: Per-round distance between the …nal price and   . The …nal price
is de…ned as the average of the last …ve trade prices in a round. The mean is indicated by
the solid line; the median by the dashed line.

Regression results for market A



Last 5 trades
0555¤¤ (0101)

Last 3 trades
0572¤¤ (0092)

Last 30 seconds of trading
0556¤¤ (0092)

Constant
R-squared


2106¤ (8296)
0458
60

2033¤¤ (7898)
0467
60

2193¤¤ (8054)
0419
56

Table E2: Regression results for market A
The table shows the regression results of the …nal price of asset A on   . The …nal price
is the average of the last …ve trade prices in a round (column 1), or of the last three trade
prices (column 2), or of the trades occurred in the last 30 seconds of a round (column 3).

Empirical Bayesian updates
Table 3 reports the frequencies of cases in which the last price was in
a speci…c interval. It also reports the beliefs of a Bayesian agent relying on
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these frequencies. Figure 2 shows the conditional expected value of  
obtained from a probit regression of   on the …nal price.
Frequencies
= 0   = 100
009
068
009
018
006
004
075
010


5
 75

5
50  
· 75
5
25 · 
· 50
5

 25

Bayesian updates
Pr(  = 100j5
)

088
066
036
012

Beliefs
890
632
350
139

Table E3: Empirical Bayesian Updates
The table shows: 1) the frequencies with which the …nal price (de…ned as the average of
the last …ve trade prices in a round) belonged to a particular range, conditional on  
(columns 1 and 2); 2) the Bayesian updates about   computed using these frequencies
(column 3); 3) average subjects’ beliefs elicited 10 seconds before the end of the trading
activity in market A (column 4).

Figure E2: Expected value of   as a function of the …nal price in market
.
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Distance between the …nal price and the asset value in market

Table 4 reports the mean, median and standard deviation for the distance between the asset value and the …nal price (de…ned in three di¤erent
ways). Figure 3 reports the histogram of this distance (when the …nal price
is computed as the average of the last …ve trade prices).

Mean
Median
Std. Dev.


Last 5 trades
1639
41
2597
60

Last 3 trades
1582
37
2602
60

Last 30 seconds of trade
1503
37
2495
54

Table E4: Distance of the …nal price of asset A from  
The table shows the mean, median and standard deviation of the distance of the …nal
price of asset B from   . The …nal price is the average of the last …ve trade prices in a
round (column 1); of the last three trade prices in a round (column 2); or of the trades
occurred in the last 30 seconds of a round (column 3).
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Figure E3: Per-round distance between the …nal price and   . The …nal price
is de…ned as the average of the last …ve trade prices in a round. The mean is indicated by
the solid line; the median by the dashed line.
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Appendix F: Instructions
Instructions for the Experiment: Phase I
Welcome to our experiment! You are about to take part in a study on
decision making with 15 other participants. The experiment consists of two
phases. You will now read the instructions for Phase I and participate in it.
For Phase II you will later receive additional instructions.
Everyone has the same instructions. Whenever you have questions, please,
do not hesitate to ask one of the supervisors for clari…cation. Please, do not
ask your questions loudly or try to communicate with other participants.
Before the experiment starts, we will randomly assign each of you to one
of two groups: half of you (8 participants) will belong to group I, and the
other half to group II. You belong to the same group throughout the entire
experiment (your group will be shown on the computer screen).

The Experiment

The …rst phase of the experiment consists of 10 rounds. In every round,
participants in each group have the opportunity to trade a good among themselves. Trading lasts for 200 seconds. Participants in each group only observe
the decisions made in their group and can only trade among themselves.
The value of the good is expressed in a …ctitious currency called “lira,”
which will be converted into British Pounds at the end of the experiment
according to the following exchange rate:
100 liras = $1.
The value of the good
At the beginning of every round, the value of the good will be determined
by the computer with a mechanism simulating the tossing of a fair coin. The
good can have value 0 or 100 liras depending on whether the coin lands heads
or tails. Like in the toss of a fair coin, the chances of the good having value
0 or 100 are equal. Note that for each group the computer simulates the
tossing of a fair coin at the beginning of every round. Thus, in each round
the value of the good is the same for all participants in the same group. The
value of the good can, however, change from round to round. And whether
the value in a round is 0 or 100 does not depend on the value in previous
rounds.
The information you will receive
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All participants will receive some information about the value of the good.
How is this information given?
Suppose the value of the good in one group is 100 liras. In this case, we
will use a random device similar to an urn with 8 coloured balls: 6 balls are
green and 2 are red. Each of the 8 participants will receive one of these balls.
Therefore, there is a chance of 34 (equal to 68) that you will observe the
message “The colour of the ball is GREEN” on your computer screen; and
there is a chance of 14 (equal to 28) that you will observe the message
“The colour of the ball is RED”.
Suppose, instead, that the value of the good is 0 liras. In this case, we
will use a random device similar to an urn with 8 coloured balls: 6 balls are
red and 2 are green. Each of the 8 participants will receive one of these balls.
Therefore, there is a chance of 34 (equal to 68) that you will observe the
message “The colour of the ball is RED” on your computer screen; and there
is a chance of 14 (equal to 28) that you will observe the message “The
colour of the ball is GREEN”.
To recap:
² If the value is 100, then there are more GREEN balls in the box.
² If the value is 0, then there are more RED balls in the box.
Therefore, the colour of the ball will give you some information about the
value of the good.
When is the information given?
Every participant receives his/her information at the beginning of the 200
seconds.
Procedure for each round
The sequence of activities in each round will be the following:
1. Participants receive information on the value of the good in their group.
2. Participants trade the good for 200 seconds.
3. At the end of the 200 seconds, all participants receive information on
the outcomes of their trading activity. In particular, everyone observes
the true value of the good and will be able to compute his/her own
payo¤ according to the rules indicated below.
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After the …rst round is concluded, we start the second round of the experiment. The procedures are identical to those of the …rst round.
Trading
In Figure 1 you see a screen-shot of the trading platform on your computer. In the upper part of the screen, there are two boxes showing the
existing Buy O¤ers and Sell O¤ers. In the lower part, there are buttons that
you can use to buy or sell, and a box where you can insert the price at which
you are willing to buy or sell.
On the top left-hand side you can see your holdings of cash and units
of the asset (i.e., your Portfolio). On the bottom, you see a continuously
updated history of the prices at which the good is traded.
Initial Endowment
At the beginning of each round, you receive an endowment of 4 units of
the good and 500 liras. You can use your endowment to trade during the
round. The box “Portfolio” is updated whenever you buy or sell a unit of
the good. When you buy one unit of the good, the number of units of the
good in your portfolio increases by one, and the amount of liras decreases by
the price you have paid. When you sell one unit, the number of units of the
good in your portfolio decreases by one, and the amount of liras increases by
the price at which you have sold.
How to sell or buy
Buying and selling is very simple. If you want to sell one unit of the good,
you simply click on the button SELL and enter the minimum amount of liras
you want to obtain. Your o¤er appears immediately in the column Sell O¤ers
where all open sell o¤ers are collected. The open sell o¤ers are ordered with
the lowest price being on the top of the list. You can easily identify your
own sell o¤ers because they are marked with a button that gives you the
opportunity to cancel them, if you so wish.
Similarly, if you want to buy one unit of the good, click on the button
BUY and enter the maximum amount of liras you are willing to pay. Your
o¤er appears immediately in the column Buy O¤ers, where all open buy
o¤ers are collected. The open buy o¤ers are ordered with the highest price
being on the top of the list. You can easily identify your open buy o¤ers,
because they are marked with a button that gives you the opportunity to
cancel them, if you so wish.
You are always allowed to withdraw your buy or sell o¤er that have not
been executed: just click on Cancel on the order you want to withdraw.
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When and how does a trade take place? A trade is possible if the lowest
Sell Price is lower than the highest Buy Price. In this situation, one participant is willing to pay more for the good than another participant asks
for it. This situation is recognized by the system and trading takes place
automatically.
A simple example will clarify this. Suppose that in a particular moment
the lowest Sell Price is 55 liras and the highest Buy Price is 53 liras. Then,
no trade is possible. If another participant is willing to buy at 55 liras, the
only thing s/he needs to do is enter a Buy Price of 55 liras into the system.
The system recognizes that a trade is possible and trade takes place: that
is, the seller receives 55 liras from the buyer and the buyer receives one unit
of the good from the seller. Note that the transaction always occurs at the
pre-existing price. For instance, even if a participant enters a Buy Price of 61
in the system, since the pre-existing lowest Sell Price is 55, the transaction
will occur at 55 liras. In other words, if you see a Sell Price at which you are
willing to buy, it is enough that you enter a Buy Price equal or greater than
that to buy the good.
Consider another example. Suppose that in a particular moment the
highest Buy Price is 30 liras and the lowest Sell Price is 37 liras. Then,
no trade is possible. If another participant is willing to sell at 30 liras, the
only thing s/he needs to do is enter a Sell Price of 30 liras into the system.
The system recognizes that a trade is possible and trade takes place: that is,
the seller receives 30 liras from the buyer and the buyer receives one unit of
the good from the seller. As we said, the transaction always occurs at the
pre-existing price. Therefore, even if a participant enters a Sell Price of 23
in the system, since the pre-existing highest Buy Price is 30, the transaction
will occur at 30 liras.
As we said, the list of all prices at which a transaction took place appears
on the bottom of the screen. The most recent transaction prices are on the
top of the list. Your own transactions are identi…ed so that you can keep
track of your previous decisions.

Payo¤ in each round

At the end of every round, you will be told the true value of the good.
Your total per-round payo¤ depends on: 1) the …nal value of your portfolio,
which depends on the value of the good and the amount of liras and the
number of units of the good that you hold at the end of the round, and 2) an
extra payo¤, which depends on the number of trades (sell or buy) you have
made during the round.
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Value of your portfolio
The value of your portfolio is computed in the following way:
Value of portfolio = liras + (units of the good)£(value of the good)
Example 1: Suppose you end a round having 200 liras of cash and 8 units
of the good. Suppose the value of the good in that round is 100. Then the
value of your portfolio is 200 + (8) ¤ (100) = 1000.
Suppose, instead, that the value of the good is 0. Then the value of your
portfolio is 200 + (8) ¤ (0) = 200.
Extra payo¤
You receive an extra payment of 5 liras for the …rst 5 buy or sell trades
that you execute (i.e., up to a maximum of 25 liras in each round).
Example 1: If in one round you sell 2 goods and buy 2 goods (4 trades),
you will earn an additional payment of 4 ¤ 5 = 20 liras.
Example 2: If in one round you sell 6 goods and buy 1 good (7 trades),
you will earn 5 ¤ 5 = 25 liras, as your extra payment cannot exceed 25 liras.
Note that your extra payment will not immediately increase the amount
of liras in your portfolio (which you can use to buy more assets), but will be
only part of your …nal pay-o¤.
Your total per-round payo¤ will therefore be:
Total per-round payo¤ = value of your portfolio + extra payo¤

Payment

This …rst part of the experiment (Phase ) is meant as training for Phase
. It gives you the opportunity to learn how to trade. Although we will
compute the payo¤s as described above, they will not a¤ect your …nal payment. It is, however, important that you do your best to make pro…ts also in
this …rst part, since what you learn here will be useful for Phase , which
will be paid. In Phase , the payo¤s will be computed in the same way as
described above. Those payo¤s will be relevant for your …nal payment: the
more money you make by trading, the higher your payment will be. We will
convert your liras into pounds at the exchange rate of 100 liras = $1. That
is, for every 100 liras you earn in Phase , you will get 1 pound. Moreover,
you will receive a participation fee of $5 just for showing up on time. You
will be paid in cash (in private) at the end of the experiment.
You will now go through a short questionnaire to make sure that you have
understood the instructions and then the experiment will start.
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Instructions for Phase II - Treatment I
Let us now move the Phase  of the experiment.

Phase 
This phase consists of 10 rounds. The rules are identical for all rounds.
As we said, you belong to the same group as in Phase . The main
di¤erence with respect to Phase  is that there are now two goods, good 
and good . Moreover, in each round, the two goods are traded one after the
other: …rst, one group trades good ; then, after the group has …nished, the
other group trades good . Each group trades for 200 seconds. Whenever a
group is not trading, every participant in that group can observe the trading
activity of the other group.
The value of good 
As in Phase , at the beginning of every round, the value of good  will
be determined by the computer with a mechanism simulating the tossing of a
coin. The coin can have value 0 liras or value 100 liras depending on whether
it lands heads or tails. Like in the toss of a fair coin, the chances of the coin
having value 0 or 100 are equal.
The value of good 
The value of good  will be either 0 or 100 liras. In particular, it will be
equal either to the value of good  (with 50% chance), or to the value of a
second coin, the “-coin” (also with 50% chance).

The value of the -coin will also be determined by the computer at the
beginning of every round, by simulating the tossing of a coin. The coin can
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have value 0 liras or value 100 liras depending on whether it lands heads or
tails. Like in the toss of a fair coin, the chances of the coin having value 0
or 100 are equal.
In other words, suppose good  is worth 100. Then,
Value of good  = 100
with 50% chance
Value of good  = Value of -coin with 50% chance
Suppose, instead that good  is worth 0. Then,
Value of good  = 0
with 50% chance
Value of good  = Value -coin with 50% chance
Information you will receive
When good  is traded, all participants belonging to the group trading
good  will receive some information about the value of good . When
good  is traded, all participants belonging to the group trading good  will
receive some information on the value of the -coin. However, participants
belonging to the group trading good  will not know whether the value of
good  is equal to that of good  or whether it is determined by the value
of the -coin.
How is this information given?
When you trade good , you will receive information on the value of the
good exactly as described in Phase . If the value is 100, you will receive
a coloured ball; 6 participants will receive a green ball, whereas only 2 will
receive a red ball. If, instead, the value is 0, 6 participants will receive a red
ball, whereas only 2 will receive a green ball.
When you trade good , you will not receive information on the value of
the good, but on the value of the -coin. The procedure will be the same. If
the value of the -coin is 100 you will receive a coloured ball; 6 participants
will receive a green ball, whereas only 2 will receive a red ball. If, instead,
the value of the -coin is 0, 6 participants will receive a red ball, whereas
only 2 will receive a green ball.
When is the information given?
As in Phase , every participant receives his/her information before his/her
group starts trading (at the beginning of the 200 seconds).
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Procedures for each round

As indicated above, the groups  and  trade in sequence. In odd rounds
(1-3-5-...), group  trades good  (for 200 seconds), and then group  trades
good  (for 200 seconds). In even rounds (2-4-6-...), group  trades good
 (for 200 seconds), and then group  trades good  (for 200 seconds).
The sequence of activities in round 1 will be the following:
1. Group  participants receive information on the value of good .
2. Group  participants trade good  for 200 seconds, while participants
in the other group () only observe. While observing the behavior of
Group  participants, Group  participants will indicate, on a separate
form, what they think the chance is that the true value of good  is
100.
3. Group  participants receive information on the value of the -coin.
4. Group  participants trade good  for 200 seconds, while participants
of the other group only observe.
5. All participants receive information on the outcomes of their trading
activity. In particular, everyone will observe the true value of good 
and of good  and will be able to compute his/her own payo¤ according
to the rules indicated below.
After the …rst round is concluded, we start the second round of the experiment. The procedures are identical to those of the …rst round, with the
exception that now group  starts and trades good  and then group 
trades good . The experiment continues until the 10 round is completed.
Trading
The trading platform on your computer, the initial endowment, and the
way you sell or buy a good are all the same as in Phase . The only di¤erence
is that now the two groups trade di¤erent goods (with possibly di¤erent
values) one after the other, with one group observing the trading activity of
the other.

Payment at the end of the experiment

The per-round payo¤s will be determined in the same way as in Phase .
At the end of every round, you will be told the true value of both goods 
and . Your total per-round payo¤ depends on:
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1) what you hold at the end of the round: the amount of liras plus the
value of the units of the good  or  (according to the good that you traded);
2) an extra payment of 5 liras for the …rst 5 buy or sell trades that you
execute (up to a maximum of 25 liras in each round).
We will randomly select 3 out of the 10 rounds of Phase  and we will
sum your per-round payo¤s in these three rounds to determine your …nal
payo¤ in liras for Phase . We will then convert liras into pounds at the
exchange rate of 100 liras = $1 and we will sum up this amount to the
participation fee of $5. We will pay you in private, immediately at the end
of the experiment.
You will now go through a short questionnaire to make sure that you have
understood the instructions and then Phase  will start.
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Instructions for Phase II - Treatment II
Let us now move the Phase  of the experiment.
Phase 
This phase consists of 10 rounds. The rules are identical for all rounds.
As we said, you belong to the same group as in Phase . The main
di¤erence with respect to Phase  is that there are now two goods, good 
and good . Moreover, in each round, the two goods are traded one after the
other: …rst, one group trades good ; then, after the group has …nished, the
other group trades good . Each group trades for 200 seconds. Whenever a
group is not trading, every participant in that group can observe the trading
activity of the other group.
The value of good 
As in Phase , at the beginning of every round, the value of good  will
be determined by the computer with a mechanism simulating the tossing of a
coin. The coin can have value 0 liras or value 100 liras depending on whether
it lands heads or tails. Like in the toss of a fair coin, the chances of the coin
having value 0 or 100 are equal.
The value of good 
At the beginning of every round, the value of good  will be determined
by the computer with a mechanism simulating the tossing of a coin. The coin
can have value 0 liras or value 100 liras depending on whether it lands heads
or tails. Like in the toss of a fair coin, the chances of the coin having value 0
or 100 are equal. Note that the computer will use one coin (coin ) for good
 and one coin (coin ) for good . These two coin tosses are independent,
that is, the outcome of the one coin toss does not a¤ect the other.

Information you will receive

When good  is traded, all participants belonging to the group trading
good  will receive some information about the value of good . When
good  is traded, all participants belonging to the group trading good  will
receive some information on the value of good .
How is this information given?
When you trade good , you will receive information on the value of the
good exactly as described in Phase . If the value is 100, you will receive
a coloured ball; 6 participants will receive a green ball, whereas only 2 will
receive a red ball. If, instead, the value is 0, 6 participants will receive a red
ball, whereas only 2 will receive a green ball.
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When you trade good , you will receive information on the value of good
. The procedure will be the same. If the value of good  is 100 you will
receive a coloured ball; 6 participants will receive a green ball, whereas only
2 will receive a red ball. If, instead, the value of good  is 0, 6 participants
will receive a red ball, whereas only 2 will receive a green ball.
When is the information given?
As in Phase , every participant receives his/her information before his/her
group starts trading (at the beginning of the 200 seconds).

Procedures for each round

As indicated above, the groups  and  trade in sequence. In odd rounds
(1-3-5-...), group  trades good  (for 200 seconds), and then group  trades
good  (for 200 seconds). In even rounds (2-4-6-...), group  trades good
 (for 200 seconds), and then group  trades good  (for 200 seconds).
The sequence of activities in round 1 will be the following:
1. Group  participants receive information on the value of good .
2. Group  participants trade good  for 200 seconds, while participants
in the other group () only observe. While observing the behavior of
Group  participants, Group  participants will indicate, on a separate
form, what they think the chance is that the true value of good  is
100.
3. Group  participants receive information on the value of good .
4. Group  participants trade good  for 200 seconds, while participants
of the other group only observe.
5. All participants receive information on the outcomes of their trading
activity. In particular, everyone will observe the true value of good 
and of good  and will be able to compute his/her own payo¤ according
to the rules indicated below.
After the …rst round is concluded, we start the second round of the experiment. The procedures are identical to those of the …rst round, with the
exception that now group  starts and trades good  and then group 
trades good . The experiment continues until the 10 round is completed.
Trading
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The trading platform on your computer, the initial endowment, and the
way you sell or buy a good are all the same as in Phase . The only di¤erence
is that now the two groups trade di¤erent goods (with possibly di¤erent
values) one after the other, with one group observing the trading activity of
the other.

Payment at the end of the experiment

The per-round payo¤s will be determined in the same way as in Phase .
At the end of every round, you will be told the true value of both goods 
and . Your total per-round payo¤ depends on:
1) what you hold at the end of the round: the amount of liras plus the
value of the units of the good  or  (according to the good that you traded);
2) an extra payment of 5 liras for the …rst 5 buy or sell trades that you
execute (up to a maximum of 25 liras in each round).
We will randomly select 3 out of the 10 rounds of Phase  and we will
sum your per-round payo¤s in these three rounds to determine your …nal
payo¤ in liras for Phase . We will then convert liras into pounds at the
exchange rate of 100 liras = $1 and we will sum up this amount to the
participation fee of $5. We will pay you in private, immediately at the end
of the experiment.
You will now go through a short questionnaire to make sure that you have
understood the instructions and then Phase  will start.
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Figure F1: Trading Platform
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